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Abstract
In this article, the author explores the probable causes for the conversion to Catholicism of
Takashi Nagai (1908-51), a nuclear physicist and author who was wounded in the atomic bombing of
Nagasaki in 1945.
Nagai was born and raised in a family which was affiliated with the Izumo-Taisha Shinto shrine.
In his youth, he committed himself to the study of natural science. Following his mother’s death,
however, his interest in spirituality increased, and through reading the Pensées of Blaise Pascal he
became fascinated by Catholicism. Through his involvement in the daily life of the Catholic community
of Urakami (Nagasaki’s main Catholic district), he was lead towards conversion. A direct factor in this
was undoubtedly his marriage to Midori Moriyama, an Urakami Christian at whose house Nagai had
been boarding. In this paper, the author proposes one further additional factor in Nagai’s decision to




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Johnston, William. Introduction. The Bells of Nagasaki. By Takashi Nagai. Trans. Tokyo:




















45 “A deeply religious person, he has written that (like many Japanese intellectuals of his time) he was greatly influenced by the
Pensées of Pascal。Yet another influence on his religious life was the cathedral bells - echoing and reechoing across the valley
and calling him to prayer. … But the chief influence in his religious life was neither Pascal nor the cathedral bells. Far
greater than these was the influence of the woman he loved. It was Midori Moriyama, a Nagasaki Christian and a child of
martyrs, who led him to faith.” Introduction. The Bells of Nagasaki, viii ページ。
46 『長崎にあって哲学する』209ページ。
47 たとえば「科学者の信仰」『ロザリオの鎖』、『永井隆全集Ⅲ』を参照せよ。
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